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Axor Starck and Axor Starck X Collections Expand 
With Hands-Free Electronic Faucets for the Bath  
 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS (APRIL 11, 2008) — The Axor Starck 

and Axor Starck X bath collections, created 

exclusively for the Axor brand by master 

designer Philippe Starck, have come to 

represent the perfection of minimalism in the 

bath. This makes the newest additions to 

these two collections – eco-friendly electronic 

models for the bathroom that save users one gallon per 

minute (GPM) – a perfect fit.   

Offering the same contemporary designs as the original versions, the faucets 

feature new infrared sensors, located inside the front base of the units, that are 

protected with a piece of sapphire crystal glass. This state-of-the-art feature 

results in a more durable faucet that resists scratches, ensuring a high level of 

performance for many years. Suitable for either residential bath or commercial 

restroom applications, the ADA-compliant faucets offer two options for controlling 

water temperature and the power source (battery operated or 110v): 

Axor Starck 
Electronic 
Faucet (left); 
Axor Starck X 
Electronic 
Faucet 
(below). 
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> Preset temperature control models keep the water temperature at a 

consistently comfortable, but energy-saving level from one usage to the 

next – more suitable for commercial installations;  

> Adjustable temperature control models with a small lever on the exterior 

of the unit can be easily adjusted with each usage – more appropriate for 

residential applications. 

Axor Starck X Electronic Faucet (chrome only) 

> Preset temperature, battery-operated: $850 

> Preset temperature, 110V:   $779 

> Temperature control, battery-operated:  $943 

> Temperature control, 110V:    $856 

Axor Starck Electronic Faucet (chrome or Steel Optik) 

> Preset temperature, battery-operated: $779 (C); $1,085 (SO) 

> Preset temperature, 110V:   $812 (C); $1,139 (SO) 

> Temperature control, battery-operated:  $736 (C); $1,019 (SO) 

> Temperature control, 110V:    $758 (C); $1,052 (SO) 

About Hansgrohe: Founded in 1901, Hansgrohe established luxury and quality 

standards for the upscale shower, kitchen and bath. The company is one of the 

world’s largest suppliers of showerheads and continuously introduces innovative 

products that exhibit imagination and the highest degree of performance and 

quality. With headquarters in Schiltach, Germany, Hansgrohe serves customers 

in over 80 countries through 24 subsidiaries and 9 manufacturing facilities around 

the globe. 

For more information on Axor electronic faucets, contact: 

John O’Reilly, c/o LNC Communications 

32 West Nebraska Street, Suite 1C 

Frankfort, Illinois 60423 

Telephone: 815-469-9100, extension 302; Fax: 815-469-2555 

E-mail: John@LNCmail.com  

http://www.hansgrohe-usa.com
mailto:John@LNCmail.com
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You can also visit www.hansgrohe-usa.com to obtain a list of showroom 

locations within any locale across North America. (See “Where To Buy.”)  

Or call 1-800-334-0455. 
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